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Meetings are held Wednesdays in Residence presenting a brilliant world premiere of

Journal

George Mason University Latest to Enact LGBTQ-studies with a new Graduate Certificate in Strategic Trade. Read more at

Post

its eighth president on July 1.

New Video Details Mason Team Studying Arctic

by Maker mentors who walked the team through the design

one of five finalists in the Collegiate category of the

Soto Méndez, and Kathleen McCabe (mentor).

Miller-Hooks, a professor in the Volgenau School of Engineering

how melting ice in the Arctic will affect the people, habitats, and

the planet, but for a team of Mason researchers that's just the tip
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Information technology, non-MBA business, education and

enrollment. Mason offers a wide variety of online degree

NOVA recently announced an Early College Pathway for students

ADVANCE Program, a transfer

ADVANCE Pathway Widens to More Than 1,000

and Eric Byrd, Manager of the Loudoun SBDC in the Mason Enterprise

Marketing Group, for helping launch the program and for

Award from the Loudoun

SBDC at Mason

Enterprise Center in Fairfax.
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